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Covers all models of GoPro HERO, HERO3, HERO3+, and HERO4...including the February 2015 camera software update. Step-bystep instructions with callouts to GoPro Hero camera photos and sample images that show you exactly what to do. Help when you run
into problems or limitations with your GoPro Hero camera in specific shooting situations. Tips and Notes to help you get the most
from your GoPro Hero camera when taking pictures or shooting HD video in a wide range of shooting situations. Full-color, step-bystep tasks walk you through getting and keeping your GoPro Hero camera working just the way you want in order to shoot the
absolute best photos and videos possible. Learn how to: • Set up your GoPro Hero camera and prepare for any type of shooting
situation • Take awesome first- or third-person videos just about anywhere, including underwater or in low-light situations • Select
and use the best camera housing, mount, and accessories to capture the perfect shots • Take detailed and vibrant high-resolution,
digital images with your GoPro Hero camera • Shoot stunning HD video using your GoPro Hero camera • Record high-quality audio
in conjunction with your videos • Choose the best resolution and camera settings for each shooting situation you encounter •
Wirelessly transfer your digital content from your camera to your smartphone or tablet using the GoPro App • Transfer content from
your camera to your computer to view, edit, enhance, archive, and share your content using photo editing software or the GoPro
Studio video editing software • Learn strategies used by the pros to achieve your own professional results Register Your Book at
www.quepublishing.com/register to access additional tasks, videos, and other helpful information.
Digital Image Processing has been the leading textbook in its field for more than 20 years. As was the case with the 1977 and 1987
editions by Gonzalez and Wintz, and the 1992 edition by Gonzalez and Woods, the present edition was prepared with students and
instructors in mind. 771e material is timely, highly readable, and illustrated with numerous examples of practical significance. All
mainstream areas of image processing are covered, including a totally revised introduction and discussion of image fundamentals,
image enhancement in the spatial and frequency domains, restoration, color image processing, wavelets, image compression,
morphology, segmentation, and image description. Coverage concludes with a discussion of the fundamentals of object recognition.
Although the book is completely self-contained, a Companion Website (see inside front cover) provides additional support in the
form of review material, answers to selected problems, laboratory project suggestions. and a score of other features. A supplementary
instructor's manual is available to instructors who have adopted the book for classroom use. New Features *New chapters on
wavelets, image morphology, and color image
Completely updated to reflect the latest in paddling equipment and kayak technology, William Nealy's illustrated kayaking manual is
as practical as it is dead-on hilarious. Whether detailing hardcore hippy hairboaters or insane youngsters clattering tiny play boats
down steep, rocky creeks, Nealy is back and more useful and entertaining than ever. Over 400 illustrations help Nealy break down
even the most complex kayaking skills, making difficult whitewater techniques understandable. You may break a rib laughing, but
with Nealy holding your hand you'll be less likely to break a bone while boofing an insane rapid (or maybe an entire waterfall).
Inexpensive consumer drones that offer ease of flight and high-quality photography and videography have exploded on the market
recently, creating what can only be described as drone mania amongst a diverse range of potential users. Because camera-carrying
drones still really only exist on the edge between hobby and the mainstream, there is still a lot of confusion about what these small
drones are capable of doing. The decision to purchase one is just the first in a long stream of things a new owner must think about.
Aerial Photography and Videography Using Drones is designed to help you make the most of the opportunities these nimble,
affordable, and accessible flying machines have created for aerial photography and videography. Within this definitive guide, you’ll
learn about the following: • the current state of camera drone equipment • how to become a competent drone operator • tips for
getting the best aerial still images and videos • stories from aerial photographers and videographers from around the world • the
current regulatory state for drone usage in the U.S. • techniques demonstrated in several videos you can download from
peachpit.com, along with pre-flight checklists and worksheets for flight training.
How To Use GoPro Hero 3 Cameras: The Adventure Sports Edition for HERO3+ and HERO3 Cameras
GoPro MAX: How To Use GoPro Max
Contemporary Insights on the Convergence of Science and Spirituality
Drone Photography & Video Masterclass
How to Use the Gopro HERO 5 Black
GoPro
The four-volume set LNCS 9296-9299 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th IFIP TC13 International
Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, INTERACT 2015, held in Bamberg, Germany, in September 2015. The 41
papers included in the first volume are organized in topical sections on accessibility; accessible interfaces for blind
people; accessible interfaces for older adults; affective HCI and emotions and motivational aspects; alternative input;
alternative input devices for people with disabilities; interfaces for cognitive support; brain-computer interaction; cognitive
factors.
Learn everything you need to know to master your GoPro MAX 360 camera in this guide book from the #1 AMAZON
BEST SELLING AUTHOR on how to use GoPro cameras. Written specifically for GoPro Max, this is the perfect guide
book for anyone who wants to learn how to use the GoPro Max camera to capture unique 360 and traditional videos and
photos. Packed with color images, this book provides clear, step-by-step lessons to get you out there using your GoPro
MAX camera to document your life and your adventures. This book covers everything you need to know about using your
GoPro MAX camera. The book teaches you: *how to operate your GoPro Max camera; *how to choose settings for full
360 spherical video; *how you can tap into the most powerful, often overlooked settings for traditional video; *tips for the
best GoPro mounts to use with GoPro Max; *vital 360 photography/cinematography knowledge; *simple photo, video and
time lapse editing techniques for 360 and traditional output and *the many ways to share your edited videos and photos.
Through the SEVEN STEPS laid out in this book, you will understand your camera and learn how to use mostly FREE
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software to finally do something with your results. This book is perfect for beginners, but also provides in depth
knowledge that will be useful for intermediate camera users. Written specifically for the GoPro MAX camera.
FOR HERO 3+ and HERO 3 CAMERAS. This is the perfect guide book for Adventure Sports enthusiasts who want to
learn how to use their GoPro HERO 3+ or HERO 3 cameras to get great videos and photos. Snowboarders, bikers,
hikers, kayakers, travelers, skiers, standup paddlers, boaters and more will find valuable knowledge with the lessons in
this book. With more than 100+ images, this book provides clear, step-by-step lessons to get you out there using your
GoPro camera to document your adventures. This book covers everything you need to know about using your GoPro
HERO 3+ or HERO 3 camera. The book teaches you: how choose your settings, tips for all of the GoPro mounts, vital
photography knowledge, simple photo, video and time lapse editing techniques and how to share your first edited video
and photos. Through the SIX STEPS laid out in this book, you will understand your camera and learn how to use FREE
software (you probably already have!) to finally do something with your results. This book is perfect for beginners, but
also provides in depth knowledge that will be useful for intermediate camera users. Written for all editions of HERO 3+
(Black and Silver Editions) and HERO 3 (Black, Silver and White Editions) cameras.
VALUABLE PHOTOGRAPHY TIPS Jumpstart your photography: Take your photography to the next level with this easy
to understand and use handbook that is packed with tips from some of the world's best photographers. Find out how you
can apply their secrets for capturing outstanding photos. With this book you will understand all steps needed to be a
fantastic photographer. Buy it, read it and use it to create photos that you and others will love! "Marc's new book is an allin-one, easily accessible handbook drawn from his huge library of interviews with top photographers -- and packed with
information that can be put into action immediately. This book will show you how the pros do it. Study this and take your
best shot." Chase Jarvis, Multi-Award winning Photographer and CEO/Founder of CreativeLive. Photography Tips: Easyto-understand photography tips from professional photography masters ─ all in one compact book that fits into your
camera bag. Learn professional photography tips and tricks for beginners from masters of this art form: In Advancing
Your Photography, Marc Silber provides the definitive handbook that will take you through the entire process of becoming
an accomplished photographer. From teaching you the basics to exploring the stages of the full "cycle of photography,"
Silber makes it easy for you to master the art form and create stunning pictures. Valuable photography tips from
thousands of hours of interviews with professional photography masters: You will learn valuable insights, including: ·
beginner photography tips · amateur photography tips · landscape photography tips · wedding photography tips · lifestyle
photography tips · sports photography tips · animal photography tips · portrait photography tips · still life photography tips
· iPhone photography tips Photography and the technology associated with it is constantly evolving, but the fundamentals
remain the same. Advancing Your Photography will help to bring you the joy and satisfaction of a lifetime of pursuing the
art of photography. Advancing Your Photography features: · Top tips for making outstanding photographs from iconic
photographers and many other leading professional photography masters of today. · Numerous step-by-step examples ·
Guidance on training your eye to see composition with emotional impact · Tips on mastering the key points of operating
your camera like a pro · Secrets to processing your images to professional standards · Compact design that will easily fit
in your camera bag
Monster Manual II
The Complete Book of Laser Sailing
Sober Curious
The Blissful Sleep, Greater Focus, Limitless Presence, and Deep Connection Awaiting Us All on the Other Side of
Alcohol
Unmanned Aerial Remote Sensing
David Busch's Nikon D700 Guide to Digital SLR Photography
This book sheds new light on contaminant transport in karst aquifers and the public health implications of
contaminated karst groundwater. The papers included were presented at a conference held in early 2016 in San
Juan, Puerto Rico, and range from lengthy reviews on contaminant transport mechanisms to short articles
summarizing research findings. The conference addressed a variety of topics, such as contamination sources,
the hydrogeology of contaminant transport, the storage and release of contaminants, and the health impacts as
well as the epidemiology of contaminated water supplies drawn from karst aquifers, and gathered perspectives
from experts in different disciplines, including hydrogeologists and public health specialists. Although there is a
wealth of literature on specific instances of karst groundwater contamination, this book offers an integrated
conceptual framework for the public health impacts of karst groundwater, making it a valuable resource for a
broad interdisciplinary readership.
Practice partial differential equations with this student solutions manual Corresponding chapter-by-chapter with
Walter Strauss's Partial Differential Equations, this student solutions manual consists of the answer key to each
of the practice problems in the instructional text. Students will follow along through each of the chapters,
providing practice for areas of study including waves and diffusions, reflections and sources, boundary
problems, Fourier series, harmonic functions, and more. Coupled with Strauss's text, this solutions manual
provides a complete resource for learning and practicing partial differential equations.
CHAPTER 1. Loomings. Call me Ishmael. Some years ago—never mind how long precisely—having little or no
money in my purse, and nothing particular to interest me on shore, I thought I would sail about a little and see
the watery part of the world. It is a way I have of driving off the spleen and regulating the circulation. Whenever I
find myself growing grim about the mouth; whenever it is a damp, drizzly November in my soul; whenever I find
myself involuntarily pausing before coffin warehouses, and bringing up the rear of every funeral I meet; and
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especially whenever my hypos get such an upper hand of me, that it requires a strong moral principle to prevent
me from deliberately stepping into the street, and methodically knocking people’s hats off—then, I account it
high time to get to sea as soon as I can. This is my substitute for pistol and ball. With a philosophical flourish
Cato throws himself upon his sword; I quietly take to the ship. There is nothing surprising in this. If they but
knew it, almost all men in their degree, some time or other, cherish very nearly the same feelings towards the
ocean with me.
Monsters aren't born, they are created. Katya. After spending years in hospitals, I can finally have a life. Then my
mom abandons me to the care of the most breathtaking man I’ve ever seen. He’s like the embodiment of Death,
a Greek tragedy waiting to unfold. Can I break through the darkness that has a hold on him? Kristoff. My soul is
black as tar. I’m a cold-hearted killer, the leader of my own Bratva. What mother in her right mind would leave a
teenage daughter on my doorstep? A desperate one who’s willing to make a deal with the devil. Note: This is the
free prequel novella to the Bratva Royalty duet. Trigger warning: this book contains some traumas and scenes
of violence. For fans of Natasha Knight, Julia Sykes, CD Reiss, Aleatha Romig, Skye Warren, Anna Zaires, Renee
Rose, Carrie Ann Ryan, Penelope Ward, Lauren Blakely, Hannah Hill, Meghan March, Katee Robert. Topics: adult
romance, alpha male, romantic suspense, romance series, bad boy romance, emotional read, contemporary
romance, free romance books, mafia romance, novels for free romance, series books free, revenge romance, age
gap romance, steamy romance books free.
Karst Groundwater Contamination and Public Health
Drones For Dummies
AmGov
15th IFIP TC 13 International Conference, Bamberg, Germany, September 14-18, 2015, Proceedings, Part I
Weird But True 9
Ti 84 Plus Calculator
Shoot, edit, and share action-packed video with a GoPro The world moves fast'so if you want to capture it in real time, only a fast-moving camera
will do. Enter the GoPro! This small but powerful camera is easy to hold, wear, or mount to capture video of all your high-speed adventures.
Unfortunately, to the uninitiated, it can be a bit intimidating'but fear not! With the help of this revised edition of GoPro Cameras For Dummies,
you'll acquire the skills needed to shoot high-quality video or photos, edit raw footage into a final masterpiece, and share your GoPro works of art
with the world. Compared with traditional digital video devices, the GoPro is a superhero. Okay, so it can't scale high rises, but it can go virtually
anywhere and produce thrilling new perspectives of an epic slalom down the slopes or awesomely scenic hike'and everything in between. When
still photos simply won't do the trick, GoPro Cameras For Dummies shows you step by step how to use your GoPro camera to make movies, work
with available light, create time-lapse sequences, and so much more. Meet the full line of GoPro cameras, including the HERO5, and find the one
that's right for you Get help setting your GoPro to shoot better video Discover what you need (or don't need) to shoot in the water Find step-bystep guidance for capturing better sound Edit your work like a GoPro guru Packed with full-color photos and updated to cover the latest GoPro
cameras and software, this fun and accessible guide is a gadget lover's dream.
Offers a collection of true facts about animals, food, science, pop culture, outer space, geography, and weather.
UPDATED FOR HERO 3+ and HERO 3 CAMERAS. With the How to Use GoPro Hero 3 Cameras book: The Surf Edition for HERO 3+ and
HERO 3 Cameras, you will be filming and editing with knowledge and confidence in no time! If you are a surfer or ocean lover who owns a GoPro
camera, this book is for YOU! This book covers everything you need to know about using your GoPro camera. The book teaches you: how choose
your settings, 13 angles to mount your camera, vital photography knowledge, simple photo, video and time lapse editing techniques and how to
share your first edited video and photos. Through the SIX STEPS laid out in this book, you will understand your camera and learn how to use
FREE software to finally do something with your results. This book is perfect for beginners, but also provides in depth knowledge that will be
useful for intermediate camera users. The Surf Edition features angles, diagrams, photos, and video frame grabs showing how to use GoPro
cameras while surfing, standup paddling and participating in other watersports. This book features real-life user tips and is not affiliated,
sponsored, or endorsed by GoPro. Written for all editions of HERO 3+ (Black and Silver Editions) and HERO 3 (Black, Silver and White
Editions) cameras.
The only sailing manual you will ever need, covering everything from sailing basics to making repairs and mastering navigation. The undisputed
market leader in sailing guides, this fully revised and updated sailing manual, with a foreword by quadruple Olympic gold medallist Sir Ben
Ainslie, answers questions about any sailing situation, with thorough coverage of all aspects of sailing and boat ownership. In DK's The Complete
Sailing Manual, former British national champion Steve Sleight offers a wealth of expert advice and guidance in the form of a complete course on
seamanship, which is brought to life with breathtaking action photography and clear instructions. Fully revised, this new edition features all of the
latest developments in sailing--including foiling, long-distance cruising, and high-speed apparent-wind sailing--and navigation, with technology
such as modern performance systems and electronic navigation. It also highlights the latest rules, regulations, and best practices necessary for
every avid sailor, from the novice to the seasoned seaperson. Includes essential information, handy diagrams, and step-by-step illustrations, The
Complete Sailing Manual is the ultimate sailing ebook to keep by your side when you're out on the waves.
Advancing Your Photography
Bratva Vow
On the Mystery of Being
Digital Image Processing
The Photographer's Guide to Drones
The Complete Sailing Manual
Would life be better without alcohol? It’s the nagging question more and more of us are finding harder to ignore, whether we have a
“problem” with alcohol or not. After all, we yoga. We green juice. We meditate. We self-care. And yet, come the end of a long work day, the
start of a weekend, an awkward social situation, we drink. One glass of wine turns into two turns into a bottle. In the face of how we care for
ourselves otherwise, it’s hard to avoid how alcohol really makes us feel… terrible. How different would our lives be if we stopped drinking on
autopilot? If we stopped drinking altogether? Really different, it turns out. Really better. Frank, funny, and always judgment free, Sober
Curious is a bold guide to choosing to live hangover-free, from Ruby Warrington, one of the leading voices of the new sobriety movement.
Drawing on research, expert interviews, and personal narrative, Sober Curious is a radical take down of the myths that keep so many of us
drinking. Inspiring, timely, and blame free, Sober Curious is both conversation starter and handbook—essential reading that empowers
readers to transform their relationship with alcohol, so we can lead our most fulfilling lives.
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This information-packed little book,which presents the teachings of the nonphysical entity Abraham, will help you learn how to manifest your
desires so that you’re living the joyous and fulfilling life you deserve. Each day, you’ll come to understand how your relationships, health
issues, finances, career concerns, and more are influenced by the Universal laws that govern your time-space reality—and you’ll discover
powerful processes that will help you go with the positive flow of life. So start making your dreams a reality . . . right now!
Provides information on creating films using a GoPro camera, discussing the camera standard and experimental mounts, video modes,
settings, and editing features, with several filmmakers discussing their experiences working with a GoPro.
Few years ago, the topic of aerial robots was exclusively related to the robotics community, so a great number of books about the dynamics
and control of aerial robots and UAVs have been written. As the control technology for UAVs advances, the great interaction that exists
between other systems and elements that are as important as control such as aerodynamics, energy efficiency, acoustics, structural integrity,
and applications, among others has become evident. Aerial Robots - Aerodynamics, Control, and Applications is an attempt to bring some of
these topics related to UAVs together in just one book and to look at a selection of the most relevant problems of UAVs in a broader
engineering perspective.
Long Story Short
Student Solutions Manual to accompany Partial Differential Equations: An Introduction, 2e
A Handbook for Creating Photos You'll Love
Professional Guide to Filmmaking
Oxford Handbook of Clinical Pharmacy
GoPro Cameras For Dummies
FROM THE #1 AMAZON BEST SELLING AUTHOR ON GoPro CAMERAS. Specifically for the GoPro HERO 5 BLACK, this is the
perfect guide book for anyone who wants to learn how to use the GoPro HERO 5 Black camera to capture unique videos
and photos. With more than 100+ color images, this book provides clear, step-by-step lessons to get you out there using
your GoPro HERO 5 Black camera to document your life and your adventures. This book covers everything you need to
know about using your GoPro HERO 5 Black camera. The book teaches you: how to operate your camera; how to choose
your settings; tips for the most useful GoPro mounts; vital photography/cinematography knowledge; simple photo, video
and time lapse editing techniques and how to share your first edited video and photos. Through the SEVEN STEPS laid out
in this book, you will understand your camera and learn how to use FREE software to finally do something with your
results. This book is perfect for beginners, but also provides in depth knowledge that will be useful for intermediate
camera users. Written specifically for the GoPro HERO5 Black camera.
Who are we? What is our place in this vast and ever-evolving universe? Where do science and spirituality meet? If you’ve
pondered these questions, you’re not alone. Join some of the most spiritually curious and renowned minds of our time for
an exploration into the mystery of being. From founders of the Science and Nonduality (SAND) conference, Maurizio and
Zaya Benazzo, On the Mystery of Being brings together an array of visionary spiritual leaders, psychologists,
philosophers, scientists, teachers, authors, and healers to celebrate and explore what it means to be human. This
beautifully arranged collection of essays and insights highlight topics on the convergence of spirituality and science,
weaving scientific theory and spiritual wisdom from some of the most influential thinkers of our time—including Deepak
Chopra, Rupert Spira, Adyashanti, and many more—with pieces that get straight to the heart of the matter. As a powerful
antidote to our chaotic and materialist modern world, this dazzling volume offers timeless wisdom and new insight into
humanity’s age-old questions. On the Mystery of Being also reveals the cutting-edge explorations at the intersection of
science and spirituality today. May it encourage your spirit, challenge your mind, and deepen your understanding of our
interconnectedness.
This indispensable supplement contains information on nearly 200 new monstersfor any D&D game. It provides
descriptions for a vast array of new creatures, with an emphasis on higher-level creatures to provide experienced gamers
withtougher foes to overcome. (Gamebooks)
Conservation DronesMapping and Monitoring BiodiversityOxford University Press
Manifest Your Desires
Build Your Own Quadcopter: Power Up Your Designs with the Parallax Elev-8
Projects, Tips, and Adventures for Moms and Their 21st-Century Families
Conservation Drones
How to Twirl a Baton
Geek Mom

This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Sensors and Techniques for 3D Object
Modeling in Underwater Environments" that was published in Sensors
Increasing numbers of ecologists and conservation biologists have begun to explore the
use of drone technology to obtain accurate and up-to-date data on the distribution and
density of species, as well as the threats to their habitats, in their ongoing attempts
to conserve and monitor biodiversity. Conservation drones are low-cost, autonomous, and
operator-friendly unmanned aerial vehicles that can be used for surveying, mapping, and
monitoring both habitat and biodiversity. They are fast becoming a valuable complement to
ground-based surveys and satellite imagery for a wide range of ecological and
conservation applications. The authors pioneered the use of conservation drones for the
purpose of monitoring orangutan populations in Southeast Asia. They subsequently founded
ConservationDrones.org to share their knowledge of building and using drones with
colleagues in the wider environmental community. This website has proved highly popular
and this book aims to further build capacity to use drones and inspire others to adapt
emerging technologies for practical conservation.
Premodern Chinese described a great variety of the peoples they encountered as "black."
The earliest and most frequent of these encounters were with their Southeast Asian
neighbors, specifically the Malayans. But by the midimperial times of the seventh through
seventeenth centuries C.E., exposure to peoples from Africa, chiefly slaves arriving from
the area of modern Somalia, Kenya, and Tanzania, gradually displaced the original Asian
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"blacks" in Chinese consciousness. In The Blacks of Premodern China, Don J. Wyatt
presents the previously unexamined story of the earliest Chinese encounters with this
succession of peoples they have historically regarded as black. A series of maritime
expeditions along the East African coastline during the early fifteenth century is by far
the best known and most documented episode in the story of China's premodern interaction
with African blacks. Just as their Western contemporaries had, the Chinese aboard the
ships that made landfall in Africa encountered peoples whom they frequently classified as
savages. Yet their perceptions of the blacks they met there differed markedly from those
of earlier observers at home in that there was little choice but to regard the peoples
encountered as free. The premodern saga of dealings between Chinese and blacks concludes
with the arrival in China of Portuguese and Spanish traders and Italian clerics with
their black slaves in tow. In Chinese writings of the time, the presence of the slaves of
the Europeans becomes known only through sketchy mentions of black bondservants.
Nevertheless, Wyatt argues that the story of these late premodern blacks, laboring
anonymously in China under their European masters, is but a more familiar extension of
the previously untold story of their ancestors who toiled in Chinese servitude perhaps in
excess of a millennium earlier.
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Earth Observations for Geohazards"
that was published in Remote Sensing)
Beyond Case Studies
DIY Drone and Quadcopter Projects
Aerodynamics, Control and Applications
Human-Computer Interaction – INTERACT 2015
A Collection of Drone-Based Essays, Tutorials, and Projects
The Essential Field Guide for HERO 3+ and HERO 3 Cameras
The fast and easy way to pick out, set up, and learn to fly your drone Ready to soar into the world of unmanned aircraft? Drones For
Dummies introduces you to the fascinating world of UAVs. Written in plain English and brimming with friendly instruction, Drones
For Dummies provides you with the information you need to find and purchase the right drone for your needs, examples of ways to
use a drone, and even drone etiquette and the laws and regulations governing consumer drone usage. Plus, you'll discover the basics
of flight, including how to use a drone to capture photos and video. Originally designed to assist in military and special operations
applications, the use of drones has expanded into the public service sector and the consumer market for people looking to have a good
time flying an aircraft remotely. Drones For Dummies covers everything you need to know to have fun with your UAV, and is packed
with cool ways to expand your drone's use beyond simply flying. Pick the perfect drone to suit your needs Properly set up and fly a
drone Use a drone to capture images and footage with a camera Tips for maintaining your drone If you're interested in the exciting
new technology of unmanned aircraft vehicles, Drones For Dummies helps you take flight.
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) are a rapidly evolving technology with an expanding array of diverse applications. In response to
the continuing evolution of this technology, this book discusses unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and similar systems, platforms and
sensors, as well as exploring some of their environmental applications. It explains how they can be used for mapping, monitoring, and
modeling a wide variety of different environmental aspects, and at the same time addresses some of the current constraints placed on
realizing the potential use of the technology such as s flight duration and distance, safety, and the invasion of privacy etc. Features of
the book: Provides necessary theoretical foundations for pertinent subject matter areas Introduces the role and value of UAVs for
geographical data acquisition, and the ways to acquire and process the data Provides a synthesis of ongoing research and a focus on
the use of technology for small-scale image and spatial data acquisition in an environmental context Written by experts of the
technology who bring together UAS tools and resources for the environmental specialist Unmanned Aerial Remote Sensing: UAS for
Environmental Applications is an excellent resource for any practitioner utilizing remote sensing and other geospatial technologies for
environmental applications, such as conservation, research, and planning. Students and academics in information science,
environment and natural resources, geosciences, and geography, will likewise find this comprehensive book a useful and informative
resource.
Drone Photography and Video Masterclass contains everything a photographer needs to take their craft confidently and expertly into
the skies; and everything a drone pilot needs to master this photographic genre. The book takes the view that successful drone
photography is all about the shot, not the drone. So, while the reader is equipped with an essential introduction to drone technology,
flying skills, safety measures, and legal requirements, author Fergus Kennedy demonstrates how the skills of planning, composition,
lighting, focus, and exposure remain essential to capturing great images. He shows how to transfer camera tools and technique from
ground to air to achieve outstanding overhead, panoramic, and 360o shots; and how to master gimbal and other skills to bring depth
and movement to video tracking shots. Applications from 3D mapping and modelling to landscape and travel photography are
covered, demonstrating the range of markets and creative possibilities available to the professional drone photographer. Drones offer
a genuinely new perspective, a bird's-eye view previously out of reach for most photographers and filmmakers. Drone Photography
and Video Masterclass is the essential guide to realizing the full potential of this exciting new playing field, and elevating the art of
your photography to dizzying new heights. AUTHOR: Fergus Kennedy is a marine biologist, photographer, and film-maker, and an
experienced multi-rotor pilot and camera operator. Through his company, Skylark Aerial Imaging, he provides aerial video, still
photography, and 3D modelling services to clients including the BBC, ABC Television, Canon Europe, Love Productions, WWF, and
the Royal Navy. 175 photographs
Now fully updated, the Oxford Handbook of Clinical Pharmacy remains the indispensible guide to clinical pharmacy, providing all
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the information needed for practising and student pharmacists. Presenting handy practical guidance in a quick-reference, bullet-point
format, this handbook will supply the knowledge and confidence needed to provide a clinical pharmacy service. Complementing the
current British National Formulary guidelines, the handbook givesprescribing points and linked concepts of relevance to clinical
pharmacists. The contents are evidence-based and contain a wealth of information from the authors' many years of clinical pharmacy
experience. This handbook is the definitive quick-reference guide for all practising and studentpharmacists.
Aerial Robots
How to Use GoPro Hero 3 Cameras
The Animated Manual of Intermediate and Advanced Whitewater Technique
My GoPro Hero Camera
Aerial Photography and Videography Using Drones
Mapping and Monitoring Biodiversity
Drones, quadcopters, Uncrewed Aerial Vehicles (UAVs): whatever they're called, remotely-controlled aircraft have changed the way we see the world, the
way we manage crops, the way we sell real estate, and the way we make war. This book contains tutorials about how to understand what drones can do,
and projects about how to make your own flying craft, from some of the earliest practitioners in the field.
FROM THE #1 TUTORIAL WEBSITE ON GoPro CAMERAS This Guide Book will teach you everything you need to know to create unique and engaging
videos with any GoPro camera edition, from HERO3 up to HERO7. With over 130 pages of valuable information, 100+ color images and illustrations, the
GoPro Handbook was rated as the most complete filmmaking guide for GoPro cameras. It provides easy to understand lessons about: • The fundamentals
of Photography & Videography • How to choose your camera settings • Story-telling: how to plan and create a compelling story • Camera Gear and
GoPro Accessories • Video Production: Camera Movements, Composition and Light • Filming Techniques: Time-Lapse, Hyper-Lapse and Slow Motion •
Tips for capturing better Photos • Video editing tips for any software Whether you are a video enthusiast, an athlete or a traveler, this book has all the
ingredients to take you from a beginner to an advanced level with GoPro. Inside, you will also find useful resources for free editing software as well as
online stock music libraries for your video edits. “I’m new to GoPro and this guide was perfect for me to get started. The book provides useful information
on how to make compelling videos using any GoPro, with a great focus on storytelling. It’s easy to read and there are lots of tips and tricks on filming
techniques and how to use the camera efficiently. I am so excited to make my first GoPro video on my next trip now.” Alisha Van B, Photojournalist
You've just purchased a TI-84 Plus calculator to assist in performing different types of mathematical equations--now, how can you get the most out of it?
You'll find the answer to this question with our comprehensive, 6-page guide that shows in great detail what exactly the TI-84 Plus can do. Function key
and mode descriptions, as well as problem-solving examples, are included within a color-coded format for easy reference.
Each book offers an introduction to a particular digital SLR camera, then explores a number of shooting situations, recommending how to get the best
possible shots, in a series where each entry includes full-color photos and tips and information not found in the user's manual.
a FREE dark mafia romance prequel
Earth Observations for Geohazards
Volume 1
Kayak: the New Frontier
The GoPro Handbook: A Professionals Guide to Filmmaking
The Blacks of Premodern China
It’s fast becoming a geek world out there, and all moms need to show off their tech smarts and superherolike skills in order to keep their savvy kids entertained and engaged. Geek Mom: Projects, Tips, and
Adventures for Moms and Their 21st-Century Families explores the many fun and interesting ways that
digital-age parents and kids can get their geek on together. Imaginative ideas for all ages and budgets
include thrifty Halloween costumes, homemade lava lamps, hobbit feasts, and magical role-playing games.
There are even projects for moms to try when they have a few precious moments alone. With six sections
spanning everything from home-science experiments to superheroes, this comprehensive handbook from the
editors of Wired.com’s popular GeekMom blog is packed with ideas guaranteed to inspire a love of
learning and discovery. Along the way, parents will also find important tips on topics such as
determining safe online communities for children, organizing a home learning center, and encouraging
girls to love science. Being geeky is all about exploring the world with endless curiosity. Geek Mom is
your invitation to introducing the same sense of wonder and imagination to the next generation.
Build a custom multirotor aircraft! Build and customize radio-controlled quadcopters that take off,
land, hover, and soar. Build Your Own Quadcopter: Power Up Your Designs with the Parallax Elev-8
features step-by-step assembly plans and experiments that will have you launching fully functioning
quadcopters in no time. Discover how to connect Elev-8 components, program the microcontroller, use GPS,
and safely fly your quadcopter. This fun, do-it-yourself guide fuels your creativity with ideas for
radical enhancements, including return-to-home functionality, formation flying, and even artificial
intelligence! Understand the principles that govern how quadcopters fly Explore the parts included in
your Parallax Elev-8 kit Follow illustrated instructions and assemble a basic 'copter Connect the
Parallax chip to a PC and write Spin and C programs Build radio-controlled systems that minimize
interference Add GPS and track your aircraft through Google Earth Beam flight information to smartphones
with WiFi and XBee technology Mount cameras and stream real-time video back to the ground Train to
safely operate a quadcopter using flight simulation software
All the fundamentals. No fluff. Learn more with less! A truly revolutionary American Government
textbook, Christine Barbour’s AmGov: Long Story Short, responds to the needs of today’s students and
instructors through brevity and accessibility. The succinct ten chapters are separated by tabs that make
it easy to skim, flip, revisit, reorient, and return to content quickly. Reading aids like bullets,
annotations and arrows walk students through important facts and break up the material in short,
engaging bites of information that highlight not only what is important but why it’s important. Though
brief, this core book is still robust enough to provide everything that students need to be successful
in their American Government course. Whether for the on-the-go student who doesn’t have time to read and
digest a lengthy chapter, or the instructor who wants a book that will stay out of their way and leave
room for plenty of supplementary reading and activities, AmGov provides a perfectly simplified
foundation for a successful American Government course.
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